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COMED’S COMBINED REPLY IN SUPPORT OF  
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECT TESTIMONY  

AND RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The responses to ComEd’s Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Direct Testimony, 

whether styled “Responses” or “Motions to Dismiss,” are fatally flawed and should be rejected.1 

First and foremost, they invite the Commission to impose an illegal and unconstitutional 

rate moratorium.  The Moving Parties claim that ComEd was barred from filing tariffs 

implementing a general rate increase until ComEd was able to comply with all of a series of rate 

design directives issued in the “Rate Design Docket”2.  The Moving Parties are wrong.  The 

Commission’s Rate Design Order neither purported to require ComEd to delay filing the Rate 

Case until the directives could be implemented, nor could it have lawfully done so.  The Illinois 

Supreme Court has expressly recognized that a utility has a right to file rates when it chooses.   

Second, the Moving Parties argue that ComEd has not met the good cause standard set 

forth in the Commission’s Rule for filing supplemental direct testimony, 83 Ill. Admin. Code         

                                                            
1 The Illinois Attorney General (“AG”) together with Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), and the Coalition to 
Request Equitable Allocation of Costs Together (“REACT”) filed responses to Commonwealth Edison Company’s 
(“ComEd”) Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Direct Testimony (“Motion”) along with motions to dismiss this 
proceeding (the “Rate Case”) in its entirety.  The AG, Dominion, and REACT are referred to as the “Moving 
Parties.”  

2  Illinois Commerce Comm’n v. Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 08-0532 (Order, April 21, 2010) (the 
“Rate Design Order”).  Docket No. 08-0532 is also referred to as the “Rate Design Docket.” 
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§ 286.20(b).  Again, their arguments are misplaced.  ComEd’s supplemental filing puts before 

the Commission information satisfying the Rate Design Order.  Supplemental testimony is 

required for the Commission to consider this information.  Submitting as soon as practicable 

information sought by the Commission is certainly “good cause.”  Also, filing that material now 

is expressly permitted by the Commission’s rules, and is all that is required by the Public 

Utilities Act (the “Act”), the Illinois Administrative Code (the “Code”), and the Rate Design 

Order itself.  Whether or not the tariffs submitted with ComEd’s proposed August 9, 2010 

Supplemental Testimony satisfied all the technical provisions applicable to initial general rate 

case filings is inconsequential.  The tariffs ComEd filed on June 30, 2010 were, and remain, 

ComEd’s proposed tariff filing.  In contrast, the proposed Supplemental Direct Testimony filed 

on August 9 contains exemplar alternative tariff language that the Commission may, after 

hearing, adopt if warranted, but that exemplar alternative tariff language in no way alters 

ComEd’s June 30 tariff filing.   

II. THE COMMISSION MAY NOT “DISMISS” THIS RATE CASE  

The Moving Parties ask the Commission to “dismiss” this Rate Case.  What the Moving 

Parties actually seek is not only to “dismiss” this rate investigation, but to summarily reject 

ComEd’s filed tariffs.  They argue that, beyond complying with Article IX’s statutory 

requirements, a utility cannot even file tariffs increasing rates unless those tariffs also comply 

with the substance of all prior Commission orders.3  They are wrong for three reasons: (1) the 

Commission cannot impose a rate moratorium, (2) granting the Motions to Dismiss would 

violate ComEd’s constitutional rights; and (3) ComEd’s initial filing satisfied all lawful 

requirements.   

                                                            
3 As stated in Part III, ComEd has fully complied with the directives of the Rate Design Order. 
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A. Granting the Motions to Dismiss Would Impose an Unlawful Rate 
Moratorium 

The view that a utility is barred from seeking an increase in rates unless and until it can 

fully comply with all directives in prior Commission orders would empower the Commission to 

unilaterally preclude utilities from filing rate cases.  The ability of any utility to make a rate 

filing could be halted simply by imposing in other dockets substantive requirements that were 

difficult or time-consuming to meet.  This is especially true given that such requirements could 

be imposed by decisions at any time – even, as here, after preparation of a rate filing was already 

underway and close to completion.   

Article IX cannot be squared with this view.  Under Article IX, utilities are free to file 

tariffs seeking rate increases at any time.  The Illinois Supreme Court has made clear that the 

unilateral imposition of a rate moratorium is unlawful.   Bus. & Prof’l People for the Pub. 

Interest v. Ill. Comm. Comm’n, 136 Ill. 2d 192, 225 (1989) (“BPI I”)   There, the Supreme Court 

observed that “the Act does not restrict when or how often a utility may file for a rate increase.”  

Id. at 230.  Therefore, according to the Court, “the Commission cannot impose a rate moratorium 

upon a utility during [a] period without the agreement of the utility.” Id. at 225. 

Once the Commission has suspended rates, Article IX recognizes no procedure for the 

Commission to “dismiss” those rates without a hearing.   The Commission has no authority to 

add to or subtract from Article IX.   City of Chicago v. Ill. Commerce Comm’n, 79 Ill. 2d 213, 

217-18 (1980); City of Chicago v. Fair Employment Practices Comm’n, 65 Ill. 2d 108 (1976); 

Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Ill. Commerce Comm’n, 181 Ill. App. 3d 1002, 1008 (2nd Dist. 

1989).  The Commission itself has acknowledged this.  In re 21st Century Telecom of Ill., Inc., 

2001 WL 322609, at *11 (Ill. Commerce Comm’n Jan. 24, 2001).   Whether filed rates are just 

and reasonable is a question for the Commission to resolve on the merits.    
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The present circumstances are a particularly germane example of why the Moving 

Parties’ premise is wrong.  Dismissing the Rate Case and requiring ComEd to re-file tariffs 

would clearly impose a rate moratorium on ComEd from at least the date of the Rate Design 

Order to the date of re-filing.  This would run counter to the Act and BPI I’s clear and 

unequivocal holding and violate ComEd’s absolute right to file a rate case at any time, including 

on June 30.  Dismissal of the case would also prevent the Commission from fulfilling its 

statutory duty to consider the filed tariffs on the merits.  Therefore, the Commission lacks the 

power to grant the “Motions to Dismiss.”  

B. Granting the Motions to Dismiss Would Unlawfully Infringe on ComEd’s 
Constitutional Right to Recover Its Costs 

In addition, dismissing the Rate Case for failure to incorporate all of the Rate Design 

Order’s directives in ComEd’s initial filing would be unconstitutional.  Over 100 years ago, the 

United States Supreme Court determined that a public utility is in a position analogous to 

someone whose property has been taken by eminent domain.  Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466 

(1898); this principle was reaffirmed in Duquesne Light Co. v. Barash, 488 U.S. 299, 309 

(1989).  When private property is dedicated to serving the public, the State must assure that the 

utility receives “just compensation” in return.  The requisite “just compensation” cannot be 

received if the utility is not allowed an opportunity to recover its prudently incurred costs or earn 

a return on its investments equal to that generally earned by comparably situated businesses.  

Duquesne, supra at 314-15, quoting Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Public Serv. 

Comm’n. of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679, 692-93 (1923).   

In the words of the Illinois Supreme Court:  “In setting rates, the Commission must 

determine that the rates accurately reflect the cost of service delivery and must allow the utility to 

recover costs prudently and reasonably incurred.”  Citizens Util. Bd. v. Ill. Commerce Comm’n, 
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166 Ill. 2d 111, 121 (1995) (emphasis added).  The General Assembly has expressed the same 

view.  See 220 ILCS 5/1-102(a)(iv), 9-201(c) 220 ILCS 5/16-108(c).  Requiring ComEd to 

ensure that it complies with all prior Commission Orders before it files a request to recover a 

current revenue deficiency would erect a barrier that precludes ComEd from obtaining, or even 

seeking to obtain, just compensation for its prudently and reasonably incurred costs.   ComEd is 

operating under an existing revenue deficiency of $396.1 million.  See Houtsma Dir., ComEd Ex. 

6.0 Rev., 4:74.  That deficiency roughly translates to over a million dollars per day in lost 

revenue.   Dismissal of the Rate Case would deprive ComEd of the opportunity to address this $1 

million-per day revenue deficiency for the number of days between June 30, 2010 and whatever 

date ComEd would be able to complete another rate filing.   Thus, dismissing the Rate Case 

would run counter to Duquesne and violate ComEd’s constitutional rights. 

C. ComEd’s August 9 Filing Satisfies All Lawful Procedural Filing 
Requirements 

The AG also claims that the tariffs attached to the Supplemental Direct Testimony do not 

reflect the date of filing, or the date certain upon which those tariffs will go into effect, and have 

not met certain publication requirements, including publication in a newspaper.  See 

AG/Dominion Corrected Response and Motion at 3, ¶ 2.  The AG argues that the proper remedy 

for these alleged deficiencies is dismissal of the Rate Case in its entirety.   This argument is 

wrong for at least three reasons.  

First, the alleged deficiencies apply only to tariffs filed with the Clerk under Section 9-

201 that initiate a general rate increase.  The tariff language submitted as an exhibit to the 

Supplemental Direct Testimony did not initiate a general rate increase, nor is it a filed rate at all.  

The filed tariffs were submitted on June 30, 2010.  The attachments to the August 9, 2010 

Supplemental Direct Testimony are examples of tariff changes that would be necessary if the 
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Commission decides not to accept ComEd’s tariffs as proposed and instead revises them in 

accordance with the additional studies set forth in ComEd’s Supplemental Direct Testimony.  

See ComEd’s August 30, 2010 Response to August 2, 2010 Deficiency Letter; Alongi Supp. 

Dir., ComEd Ex. 21.0 Rev. at 1-2.; and Garcia Supp. Dir., ComEd Ex. 24.0 at 1-2.  The 

attachments to the Supplemental Direct Testimony are not an additional set of tariffs and would 

not, as the AG claims, have been filed as changes to existing tariffs even if they had been filed 

on June 30.  See AG/Dominion Corrected Response and Motion at 4, ¶¶ 4, 8, and 12.   

Second, even if the Supplemental Direct Testimony contained deficiencies measured 

against actual statutory and Administrative Code requirements, this would not result in dismissal 

of the Rate Case, but rather issuance of a deficiency letter under 83 Ill. Admin. Code § 

285.145(a).   

Third, ComEd has actually provided the information prescribed by the Rate Design Order 

prior to the approximately 63 days within which such information would have to be provided 

pursuant to a deficiency letter – which ComEd does not believe is applicable here in any event. 

III. COMED HAS SHOWN GOOD CAUSE AND THE COMMISSION SHOULD 
GRANT LEAVE TO FILE THE SUPPLEMENTAL DIRECT TESTIMONY 

Preliminarily, the Rate Design Order, though requiring the submission of certain studies, 

does not explicitly require ComEd to include anything additional in its initial rate case filing.  

The Rate Design Order ordered that a number of rate design findings “should be reflected in the 

[Embedded Cost of Service Study (“ECOSS”)] for consideration in any subsequent action in the 

Company’s next rate case.”  Rate Design Order at 84-85.  In addition, the Commission ordered 

ComEd to provide in its next rate case both (i) “an updated ECOSS consistent with th[e] Order 

for consideration in that proceeding” and (ii) an ECOSS for its customer care costs, and directed 
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that “issues relating to the primary/secondary split, street lighting and customer care costs … be 

addressed in a subsequent rate filing.”  Id.   

While the Rate Design Order requires that these rate design decisions and outstanding 

issues be reflected, considered, or addressed in ComEd’s next rate case, it does not 

unequivocally mandate all changes be reflected and submitted as part of ComEd’s initial Rate 

Case filing.  The Rate Design Order should not be interpreted in such a broad way as to impose 

requirements that either could not be reasonably met or that would raise serious statutory and 

constitutional issues, as discussed in Part II.  The Moving Parties’ requests that the Commission 

not only deny ComEd leave to file these studies within 40 days of the initial rate filing, but also 

then “dismiss” the entire rate case for ComEd’s “failure” to file this information in its initial 

filing, require, at a bare minimum, that the Rate Design Order explicitly require that ComEd 

provide the requested information in its initial filing.4   

Moreover, Section 286.20 of the Code specifically provides for the filing of supplemental 

direct testimony in the instant circumstances: 

Supplemental direct testimony.  Submission of direct testimony shall not preclude 
submission of supplemental direct testimony with good cause shown.  In 
determining whether good cause has been shown, the Commission shall consider, 
among other things, the degree to which the information that is the subject of the 
supplemental direct testimony was not known to the utility at the time direct 
testimony was filed, and the degree to which facts have changed due to 
circumstances beyond the control of the utility. 

83 Ill. Admin. Code § 286.20(b).  The specific and non-exclusive examples of good cause 

discussed in Part 286.20 are applicable here.  As succinctly and sufficiently alleged in ComEd’s 

                                                            
4  As discussed previously, however, that hypothetical directive would have been beyond the Commission’s 
authority.  Neither Section 9-201 nor any provision of the Code requires that a utility’s initial filing for an increase 
in rates be fully compliant with all substantive directives of past Commission orders.  Thus, the Commission has no 
power to require ComEd to implement all of the Rate Design Order’s directives in its initial Rate Case filing, and it 
would have been unlawful for it to have attempted to do so, or now to penalize ComEd in any way for a failure to do 
so.  See Parts II.A and B.   
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Motion, ComEd seeks to file Supplemental Direct Testimony because it did not have the 

information set forth in the Supplemental Direct Testimony at the time it filed its Direct 

Testimony due to the short period of time between when the Rate Design Order was issued and 

ComEd’s planned Rate Case filing date.  See Motion at 1, ¶ 3.  And, the issuance of the Rate 

Design Order so close to the time of ComEd’s planned Rate Case filing was a change in 

circumstances beyond ComEd’s control.   

In its Response and Motion, however, REACT attempts to hold ComEd to a standard 

other than that set forth in Part 286.  See REACT Response and Motion at 11.  The case REACT 

cites concerns Supreme Court Rule 183 and extensions of time for failing to file pleadings within 

the time required by the Supreme Court Rules.  Id.  The standard REACT sets forth is simply not 

applicable here.  ComEd has not failed to meet a deadline set forth in any rule established by the 

Supreme Court, the Act, or the Code.  Indeed, ComEd has not failed to meet any deadlines.  By 

filing the Supplemental Direct Testimony, ComEd has ensured that the relevant issues will be 

considered and reflected in this proceeding. 

REACT speculates that ComEd could have prepared and included everything set forth in 

its Supplemental Direct Testimony in the two-month period between issuance of the Rate Design 

Order and ComEd’s Rate Case filing.  REACT cannot substantiate this erroneous claim, and its 

speculation is not sufficient to overcome ComEd’s verified contrary allegation.  REACT claims 

ComEd had knowledge of the general subject matter set forth in the Supplemental Direct 

Testimony for several years.  Yet, at the same time REACT argues that ComEd could easily have 

completed and filed the studies required by the Rate Design Order within eight weeks, it 

inconsistently claims prejudice to itself, arguing that the supplemental filing is so extensive, 

complicated, and lengthy that REACT does not have enough time to adequately review it in the 
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nine and a half months remaining in this eleven-month proceeding.  See REACT Response and 

Motion at 12-13.   

 ComEd could not have known what the Commission would order it to do following the 

Rate Design Docket until the Commission issued the Rate Design Order.  In this regard, it is 

significant that, as REACT concedes (REACT Response and Motion at 8), the ALJs’ Proposed 

Order in the Rate Design Docket called for a collaborative six month workshop process to 

attempt to reach consensus on two major issues in that docket:  customer care and 

primary/secondary.  See Rate Design Docket, Feb. 1, 2010 Proposed Interim Order at 83.  The 

Commission, however, rejected the workshop approach and instead imposed the requirements 

that are the subject of ComEd’s Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Testimony.  That the  

topics addressed in the Rate Design Order had been addressed generally and without specific 

resolution in prior proceedings, and that REACT requested that certain studies be performed, 

does not bear on whether ComEd had adequate time to implement all of the Rate Design Order’s 

directives and whether ComEd has shown good cause here.  Indeed, it would be imprudent for 

ComEd to undertake every study or commence every action requested by another party, without 

knowing the Commission’s ultimate position on the issues. 

Although ComEd need not offer additional information in support of its good cause 

allegations, ComEd states that preparing to file for a rate increase is an extremely complicated 

process that involves coordinating large amounts of data and large numbers of witnesses and 

support personnel, and is not something that can be easily postponed in the last few months 

before filing, as the AG, Dominion, and REACT suggest.  See AG/Dominion Corrected 

Response and Motion at 10-11, ¶¶ 19-20; REACT Response and Motion at 12-13.  Indeed, 

postponing the filing so close to the target filing date can cause delays exponentially greater than 
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just the weeks or months necessary to conduct additional studies and prepare supporting 

testimony such as that required by the Rate Design Docket – previously conducted studies may 

become stale and need to be redone, and witnesses may become unavailable, among other things.   

 In an attempt to show that ComEd lacks good cause, REACT states that the Supplemental 

Direct Testimony is “specifically designed to undermine the very studies and analysis that the 

Commission ordered ComEd to complete and file with its original rate case filing.”  REACT 

Response and Motion at 2 and n.3.  Similarly, REACT states that ComEd improperly used the 

“additional forty days not only to create the Commission-required study on Customer Care 

Costs, but also to create a second study to rebut the very study that the Customer Care Cost study 

[sic] that the Commission required.”  Id. at 14 (emphasis omitted).  REACT further complains 

that the Supplemental Direct Testimony is “short on details about assumptions and 

methodology” and complains that ComEd included a summary of the approaches of 35 other 

utilities, which collaterally attacks the Commission’s conclusions and brings “significant new 

arguments and information into this proceeding on a shortened schedule.”  Id. at 14-15.  

 ComEd completed the studies and analyses required by the Rate Design Order.  ComEd 

is not required to argue that those studies are the best approach for rate design and indeed 

ComEd openly states that they are not ideal methodologies.  Moreover, the second study that 

REACT accuses ComEd of devising in order to “undermine” the Commission-ordered customer 

care costs study was in fact specifically ordered by the Commission:  “ComEd is directed to file 

an embedded cost of service study for these costs and to also include the results of its avoided 

cost study.  This will give the Commission the opportunity to review and compare both 

methodologies and reach a decision based on all relevant information.”  Rate Design Order at 69 

(emphasis added).  The Commission similarly ordered ComEd to examine allocation methods 
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used by other utilities and provide such review in a subsequent rate proceeding.  Id. at 39.  

REACT’s criticisms are thus ill-founded and incorrect. 

Finally, the Moving Parties seek to counter ComEd’s claims of good cause by allegations 

of prejudice that lack any substance.  AG and Dominion allege only in a conclusory fashion that 

they will suffer “extreme prejudice” as a result of the August 9 filing.  See AG/Dominion 

Corrected Response and Motion at 6, ¶ 9.  That “extreme prejudice” (alleged, incidentally, by a 

party (Dominion) who did not actively litigate either the customer care or primary/secondary 

issues in the Rate Design Docket, and by the AG which actually supported ComEd’s position 

there) appears to consist of a “bifurcated schedule” and 40 fewer days to review these cost 

studies than the 335 days they would like.  REACT claims prejudice because the filing will, in 

some unexplained way, “confuse the issues,” “undermine a fair schedule” and “increase the 

burdens” on REACT.  See REACT’s Response and Motion at 15.   

Outweighing this speculative “prejudice” would be the very real and substantial prejudice 

to ComEd (in the form of lost revenue exceeding $1 million per day) resulting from any adverse 

action the Commission might take to interfere with the orderly progression of the June 30 Rate 

Case filing.  Compounding the prejudice that ComEd would face in the way of lost revenue is the 

fact that the Moving Parties did not file their Motions to Dismiss until August 26, 2010 – 57 days 

after ComEd’s Rate Case filing.  The supposed basis for these motions should have been obvious 

to the Moving Parties shortly after ComEd’s initial filing on June 30, 2010, when ComEd 

indicated that it would be filing Supplemental Direct Testimony.  The Moving Parties have failed 

to explain why they have waited so long to file their motions to dismiss, and this unexplained 

delay would further prejudice ComEd with additional lost revenues if it is forced to re-file at 

some future date.   
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Thus, in order to ensure that the Commission is able to review the information and 

analyses requested in the Rate Design Order, and because ComEd has shown good cause, the 

Commission should grant ComEd’s Motion and permit the filing of the Supplemental Direct 

Testimony submitted therewith.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, for the reasons stated above, ComEd respectfully requests that the 

Commission deny the AG, Dominion, and REACT Motions to Dismiss and grant ComEd’s 

Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Direct Testimony. 
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